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ABSTRACT: Polymersomes are a class of synthetic vesicles
composed of a polymer membrane surrounding an aqueous inner
cavity. In addition to their overall size, the thickness and
composition of polymersome membranes determine the range of
potential applications in which they can be employed. While
synthetic polymer chemists have made great strides in controlling
polymersome membrane parameters, measurement of their perme-
ability to various analytes including gases, ions, organic molecules,
and macromolecules remains a significant challenge. In this Outlook,
we compare the general methods that have been developed to
quantify polymersome membrane permeability, focusing in partic-
ular on their capability to accurately measure analyte flux. In
addition, we briefly highlight strategies to control membrane
permeability. Based on these learnings, we propose a set of criteria for designing future methods of quantifying membrane
permeability such that the passage of a variety of molecules into and out of their lumens can be better understood.

■ INTRODUCTION

Structural organization is an essential characteristic of nature.
Semipermeable vesicular constructscomposed of a bilayer
membrane surrounding an inner aqueous environment
perform a variety of functions by compartmentalizing
molecules into disparate environments.1 Proteins and other
(macro)molecules are distributed throughout the cell, released
into or internalized from the extracellular space via the action
of membrane-bound vesicles. The list of cellular compartments
possessing membranes includes endosomes and exosomes, the
endoplasmic reticulum, the cell nucleus, mitochondria,
ribosomes, and the cell membrane itself.
There are many benefits to compartmentalization within

living cells: (1) Sensitive entities (e.g., genetic material) are
protected from degradation by external forces; (2) Processes
are regulated via colocalization of interacting molecules; (3)
High local concentrations within membrane-bound compart-
ments increase reaction efficiencies; (4) Different chemical
processes can occur simultaneously in separate environments
without affecting each other; and (5) Highly reactive
conditions (e.g., the low-pH environment found within
endosomes) do not harm the rest of the cell (Figure 1).1,2

All of these benefits are contingent on the capability of
membranes to regulate the flow of chemicals into and out of
these disparate compartments.
Nature is regarded as the expert in selective permeability,

regulating with extreme precision the passage of a range of
substrates from ions, gases, and small molecules to larger
structures such as enzymes and proteins. This is achieved

through the cohesive integration of several mechanisms of
membrane transport. Small, moderately polar molecules, such
as CO2, N2, O2, and ethanol, undergo passive diffusion through
lipid membranes, driven by concentration or electrical
gradients.3 However, this method is not sufficient for the
transport of other molecules, such as charged ions or cellular
metabolites, several of which are critical to key cellular
processes.4 For these molecules, transfer across biological
membranes is achieved via transporter-mediated entry.5−8

Selective cellular permeation of more complex molecules, such
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Figure 1. Selected functions of cellular membranes.
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as polypeptides, neurotransmitters, and bacteria, occurs via
more sophisticated mechanisms including peptide trans-
location domains, exocytosis, pinocytosis, and phagocytosis.3

Advances in controlled polymer synthesis have enabled
chemists to create biomimetic vesicular structures comprising a
wide range of amphiphilic block copolymers (known as
polymersomes). When compared to traditional phospholipid
vesicles, polymersomes benefit from improved stability against
dilution as well as enhanced chemical diversity.9 These
properties, in addition to their capacity to organize and
confine molecules, make polymersomes excellent candidates
for use as catalytic nanoreactors, drug delivery systems, cellular
models, and nanosensors.1,10−12

While stability and functionality are key determinants of
polymersome function, membrane permeability is perhaps the
most important property that dictates their potential
applications. For example, the membranes of catalytic
nanoreactors must exhibit selective permeability to ensure
catalyst retention while also allowing the permeation of
substrate and product molecules across the membrane.9 In
drug delivery systems, the membrane protects the therapeutic
agent from decomposition (e.g., via binding to plasma
proteins) while regulating its profile of release at a target
location, so it is key in the efficacy of the therapeutic.13

Many techniques have been developed to control the
membrane permeability of polymersomes. In comparison, the
ability to measure this permeability accurately and reliably has
fallen behind, with the handful of available techniques for
quantification possessing limited scope. In this Outlook, we
aim to summarize the current position with regards to
polymersome membrane permeability and implications for
application-specific development. The methods for measuring
membrane permeability are critically discussed, focusing on
their scope of application in a variety of systems. Advances
made toward controlling permeability are also detailed. Finally,
we highlight the current challenges in the quantification of
polymersome membrane permeability and propose key
principles required for the development of a general method
that would allow for the facile comparison of polymersomes,
regardless of synthetic technique, method of self-assembly, or
desired application.

■ MEASURING POLYMERSOME PERMEABILITY
The permeability of a membrane can be defined as the passive
diffusion rate of analyte molecules across it. If two compart-
ments, with concentration c1 and c2, are separated by a
membrane, in the absence of other forces, Fick’s first law of
diffusion relates the flux, J, and the concentration gradient, c, as

= −J D
c
x

d
d (1)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, and x is the position.14

Meyer and Overton later established a simple rule to predict
lipid membrane permeabilities for passive diffusion using the
partition coefficient, KP, of the membrane-permeating
molecule from the aqueous phase into the organic phase, its
diffusivity within the organic phase, DM, and the membrane
thickness, d.15,16 Thus, rewriting Fick’s law of diffusion gives

= −J P c c( )1 2 (2)

where P is the permeability of the membrane, defined as

=P
K D

d
P M

(3)

However, there are several analyte molecules that do not
follow the Meyer−Overton rule, including H+, short chain
carboxylic acids, and CO2.

17 Due to the complexity associated
with accurately determining membrane flux in polymer systems
where dispersities in molecular weight, stereochemistry, and
composition influence analyte permeation, this rule has yet to
be shown to be directly transferable to polymeric membranes.
Several methodologies to investigate membrane perme-

ability, in which an analyte molecule is tracked as it travels
from one environment to another, have been explored. A
schematic summary of different methods of assessing
membrane permeability of polymersomes is shown in Figure
2. However, due to the difficulties in determining permeability
coefficientswhich are discussed in detail belowa limited
number of reports containing quantitative permeability data
have been published to date.18 As such, most studies report
relative permeation rates for various probe molecules that
cannot be directly compared between different systems.

Fluorescent Dyes. Many initial investigations into
polymersome membrane permeability were based around the
use of fluorescent dyes as a probe.19 These dyes can either be
hydrophilic, and so encapsulated within the internal lumen or
located in the exterior solution, or hydrophobic, thus situated
within the polymeric membrane. There are two general
approaches when using fluorescent dyes: encapsulation or
release assays.
The first of these involves encapsulating the fluorescent dye

within the lumen or membrane of the polymersome during
formulation. Diffusion of an analyte across the membrane and
its interaction with the probe results in a change in
fluorescence output that can be detected using fluorescence
spectroscopy. For this method, the assumption must be made

While stability and functionality
are key determinants of poly-
mersome function, membrane

permeability is perhaps the most
important property that dictates

their potential applications.

In comparison, the ability to
measure this permeability accu-
rately and reliably has fallen
behind, with the handful of

available techniques for quantifi-
cation possessing limited scope.

As such, most studies report
relative permeation rates for
various probe molecules that
cannot be directly compared
between different systems.
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that the fluorescent probe is retained in the desired location
during polymersome preparation and purification. A wide
range of probe molecules (e.g., H+, O2, R-SH, etc.) can be
assessed with regards to their permeability by selecting an
appropriately responsive dye. For example, the membrane
permeability of H+ has been evaluated utilizing the hydro-
phobic dye boron-dipyrromethane (BODIPY),20 while Nile
Red is effective for measuring the permeability of small
molecules such as the quencher dichloroacetamide.21 Other
analytes including Na+, Ca+, and adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) have been investigated using this technique.22−24

For dye release assays, the analyte is first encapsulated within
the polymersome, and a fluorescent probe molecule is
introduced to the exterior solution. As the analyte molecule
is released, a change in fluorescence output occurs that can be
measured and quantified. For example, H+ diffusion across the
membrane of poly(styrene)-b-poly(acrylic acid) (PS-b-PAA)
polymersomes was quantified using a pH-sensitive fluorescent
dye, 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonate (HPTS), in the sol-
ution outside of the polymersomes.25 In a similar study, the
self-quenching dye fluorescein was encapsulated within
poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(ε-caprolactone) (PEG-b-PCL)
polymersomes above the quenching concentration.26 Upon
permeation through the polymersome membrane into the
exterior solution, the dye would fluoresce, as observed by
spectrophotometry, allowing quantification of the polymer-
some membrane permeability. This method has also been

applied to the release of other types of encapsulated cargo,
such as the drug doxorubicin from PS-b-PAA polymersomes.27

A third approach has also been demonstrated that combines
encapsulation and release, whereby fluorescent dyes of
different sizes (e.g., fluorescein, PEGylated coumarin, or
Rhodamine dyes, etc.) acted as both the permeating molecule
and fluorescent probe simultaneously.28 However, unlike the
above-mentioned reports, the rate of dye release was not
assessed, and so quantification of the membrane permeability
was not reported. Although the use of fluorescent dyes is
endowed with simplicity, a broad scope of analyte molecules,
and straightforward analysis, the method often suffers from low
encapsulation percentages, high detection limits, significant
dilution effects, and unwanted transfer of dye between the
lumen, membrane, and exterior solution. In addition, the rate
of permeation of the analyte is not measured directly in this
method. Instead, the rate of fluorescence turn on/off is what is
actually determined. When taken together, these limitations
mean that an absolute value for permeability cannot be
obtained, inhibiting an effective comparison of membrane
permeability between different systems.

Osmotic Swelling. H2O transport into and out of artificial
vesicular structures has been explored by observing the process
of osmotic swelling and shrinking. Polymersomes loaded with
salts are placed in solution such that a concentration gradient
across the membrane is created.29 H2O molecules then diffuse
into the lumen, causing the polymersomes to swell at a rate
proportional to the concentration gradient across the polymer-

Figure 2. Methods for measuring polymersome membrane permeability.
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some membrane, which can be detected via microscopy.
Concentration gradients can be established using glucose,
sucrose, or NaCl.29,30 One challenge for this method is that
there is difficulty in observing free-flowing objects such as
polymersomes via microscopy, which possesses a restricted
field of view and poor contrast. In addition, microscopic
methods are currently restricted to micron-sized polymer-
somes.
Alternatively, Kumar et al. used stopped-flow light-scattering

experiments to quantify the change in size of polymer triblock
polymersomes upon introduction of an external NaCl
solution.31

Although this method overcomes some of the limitations of
microscopy, the technique is only relevant for cases when
swelling occurs. As with the fluorescence method, the rate of
diffusion of the analyte is not directly measured.
Pulsed-Field Gradient NMR Spectroscopy. More

recently, researchers have used pulsed field gradient nuclear
magnetic resonance (PFG-NMR) spectroscopy in probing
polymersome membrane permeability. In this technique, the
processional motion of the transverse magnetization, under the
influence of gradient pulses, will depend on the spatial
coordinates of the individual spins.32 Changes in the signal
are correlated to a value of diffusivity.33 Through implementa-
tion of appropriate models, these diffusivity measurements can
be used to calculate relative residence times of analyte
molecules within the polymersome lumens, thus yielding an
exchange rate across the membrane.
Mayer and co-workers initially explored the exchange of

H2O molecules through different polymersome formulations.34

They concluded that the chemical composition of the
polymeric membrane had a clear effect on the residence
times of H2O within the polymersomes, with a positive
correlation between polymer polarity and membrane perme-
ability. Additionally, they found that membrane thickness was
inversely proportional to membrane permeability, in agree-
ment with results obtained from other methods.21 They later
extended this work to include the permeation of poly(ethylene
oxide), poly(vinyl alcohol), and glycerol as analytes across the
membranes of polymersomes with varying hydrodynamic
radii,35 showing the dependence of the size of the analyte
molecules on permeability as well as the properties of the
polymeric membrane itself. This technique has also been
applied to polymersomes in ionic liquids with similar success,
demonstrating expanded scope.36,37

Described as a universally applicable technique, PFG-NMR
spectroscopy has been applied to measure permeability
coefficients for a number of molecules across polymersome
membranes, including imidazoles, glycerol, water, and
polymers.34−38 The short time scale of NMR spectroscopic
analysis reduces the lag time error associated with other
permeability measurement techniques, as well as allowing for
the calculation of diffusion coefficients for highly permeable
membranes at equilibrium. It should be noted that two
assumptions are typically made to simplify data analysis: (1)
equal spin−spin and spin−lattice relaxations in both
encapsulated and external domains; and (2) no influence of
spin diffusion. However, unlike the other techniques addressed
herein, PFG-NMR spectroscopy directly measures analyte
diffusion rate. The key drawback in PFG-NMR spectroscopy
with respect to the permeability measurement is the require-
ment for high-field instruments and specialized technical
knowledge.

Influx Assays. Another method used to assess the
membrane permeability of polymersomes is influx assays.
This method places empty polymersomes into a solution of
analyte and allows passive permeation to take place over a set
time period, after which probe molecules in free solution are
separated from polymersomes on the basis of size. The
concentration of probe molecules in free solution is then
measured, allowing the number of molecules that have
permeated inside the polymersome to be quantified and
provide an assessment of permeability.39

Several analytical instruments can be employed to measure
solution concentration, allowing for a broad accessibility of this
method to a range of researchers. Additionally, influx assays
have been demonstrated to measure permeability for a range of
molecules with different properties, including size and
charge.18 However, such measurements are restricted to
hydrophilic permeating molecules with negligible membrane
retention. In addition, due to the changing concentration
gradient over the course of the influx experiment, several assays
with different time scales must be performed to provide an
accurate picture of permeation rate. As with other methods,
the time-averaged analyte flux is not directly measured.

Reaction Monitoring. Membrane permeability can also be
quantified by physically separating one reagent in a
bimolecular reaction within a polymersome lumen from a
second reagent introduced into the surrounding solution. This
relies on the second reagent permeating through the
polymersome membrane and reacting with the encapsulated
reagent, producing a measurable response (e.g., a change in
solution absorbance). By choosing a reaction with fast kinetics
in free solution, the overall rate of the reaction will be limited
by the rate of diffusion of the second reagent. The kinetics of
the polymersome reaction can then be compared to those in
free solution, allowing for the calculation of the rate of
diffusion, which is directly proportional to the membrane
permeability.
A well-known chemical reaction was employed by Tomas

and co-workers in determining the permeability of poly-
(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(butylene oxide) (PEO-b-PBO) poly-
mersomes.40 The reaction between 3,3′,3″-phosphinidynetris-
(benzenesulfonic acid) (PH) and 5,5′-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic
acid) (DTNB) in free solution is rapid (k > 10 M−1 s−1), as
measured by UV−vis spectroscopy. By encapsulating PH
within the hydrophilic lumen of the polymersomes, they
showed that PEO-b-PBO membranes were almost 1 order of
magnitude more permeable to DTNB than phospholipids,
contrary to results shown by other researchers when
comparing polymeric and lipid membranes.41,42 This method
benefits from the use of simple analytical equipment.
Nevertheless, its scope is currently limited to assessing
membrane permeability of a small number of analyte
molecules, which gives minimal insight into application-specific
permeability. Alongside this, it must be assumed that the
analyte molecules instantaneously react with the encapsulant
upon transfer into the internal lumen. As such, this assumption
may generate a reduced permeability coefficient compared to
the true value. In addition, this method is disadvantaged by the
potential of encapsulant leakage and may cause inaccuracies in
permeability measurements. Similar to the other methods, the
rate of analyte permeation is not directly measured.

Enzyme Activity. As an extension to the above method,
encapsulation of an enzyme within the polymersome lumen
and subsequent analysis of kinetic activity has been employed
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as a method to measure permeability.1,43 The large molecular
weight of enzymes compared to small molecule encapsulants
improves their retention, especially over the time scales typical
for a permeability experiment.44

The most widely adopted enzyme for permeability studies of
polymersome membranes is horseradish peroxidase (HRP),
likely due to its commercial availability in high purity and
exceptional solution stability.45−48 A number of other
biomacromolecules have been employed in such studies
including superoxide dismutase (SOD),49 Candida antarctica
Lipase B (CALB),50 myoglobin,51 glucose oxidase (GOx),52,53

bovine serum albumin (BSA),54 laccase,55 and L-asparaginase
(ASNS).56

Although many advantages have been demonstrated for the
use of enzyme-catalyzed reactions to assess permeability, there
are several limitations that remain. Most notable are the strict
constraints with regards to environmental conditions imposed
onto polymersome formulations when enzymes are involved.
These include a narrow pH window, low temperature, and
aqueous solventa problem when using certain self-assembly
techniques, such as solvent exchange. This restriction also
limits the method to the use of robust enzymes, inhibiting
assessment of a wide scope of probe molecules.

■ CHALLENGES IN QUANTIFYING PERMEABILITY

A key limitation is our inability to accurately compare
permeability coefficients or permeation rates obtained via
different methods across different systems. Up to this point,
membrane permeability measurements have been used for
relative comparisons between similar constructs. As described
above, this limitation arises from (1) low analyte encapsulation
percentages; (2) possible migration, or complete loss, of
encapsulated analyte during purification alongside incomplete
removal of unencapsulated material; (3) analyte molecule
permeation on the time scale of the experiment; and (4) the
occurrence of multiple processes ongoing during the
experimental time scale. PFG-NMR spectroscopy appears to
provide the most promise for achieving absolute permeability
measurements; however, the development of simple and
approachable alternative methods should also be pursued.
We argue that the development of new methods would
facilitate direct comparisons between particles prepared using
different synthetic routes, self-assembly techniques, and/or
with varied membrane chemistry.

■ CONTROLLING POLYMERSOME PERMEABILITY

Perhaps counterintuitively, control of membrane permeability
is far simpler and more widely investigated than its
measurement. For example, the chemical manipulation of
monomers, introduction of stimuli-responsive groups, or cross-
linking across membranes readily influence permeability.57 In
addition, the incorporation of channel-forming transmembrane
proteins or DNA nanopores to provide selective permeability
has also been achieved.11

Control over the permeability of polymersome membranes
can be categorized as follows: (1) the design of polymersomes
with inherent permeability; (2) the introduction of chemistry
for variable permeability; and (3) the formation of biohybrid
polymersomes (Figure 3). Here, we summarize these
individual concepts and explore the advantages and oppor-
tunities of each to give context to the importance of designed
permeability.

Polymersomes with Inherent Permeability. The most
experimentally simple approach is to construct polymersomes
with intrinsic permeability, meaning that small molecules can
diffuse freely across as a consequence of membrane polymer
chemistry, composition, or polymerization technique or
through postpolymerization modulation. Membrane perme-
ability can be controlled as a function of membrane thickness,
dictated by polymer chain length or hydrophilic-to-lipophilic
balance, which in turn influences diffusion in agreement with
Fick’s first law.58 Increasing polymer molecular weight also
favors chain entanglements, thereby restricting diffusion.29

Finally, the hydrophobicity and morphology of core-forming
polymer blocks can influence diffusion, whereby glassy
membranes slow rates of diffusion, and highly hydrophobic
membranes are less hydrated and restrict passage of polar
species.36,59 For example, poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(2-
hydroxypropyl methacrylate) (PEG-b-PHPMA) polymersomes
possess intrinsic permeability due to their highly hydrated
membranes.48 Such polymersomes retain an encapsulated
enzyme cargo but allow for size-selective transport of small
molecule substrates.56 Permeability was tuned in this system
through postpolymerization modification facilitated by the
addition of a comonomer featuring pendant epoxy groups into
the core-forming segment of the block copolymers.60 The
resultant PEG-b-P(HPMA-co-GlyMA) polymersomes were
subjected to systematic membrane modification using mono-
or diamines (Figure 4). This strategy showed that modification
of the membrane could result in an increase in thickness and a
decrease in permeability as a function of cross-linking density
and hydrophobicity.

Introducing Chemistry for Variable Permeability.
Stimuli-responsive polymersomes, or “smart” polymersomes,
have been extensively reported over the past decade.9,61,62 To
date, polymersomes have been designed to be responsive to a
number of different stimuli, including pH, temperature, light,
redox species, and CO2. The advantage of this approach is that
it not only allows for precise control over passage across the
membrane as a result of a fixed size or chemistry effects as
described above, but additionally gives tunable permeability
only under certain external triggering conditions. These can be
considered to fall within two categories: (1) the nonreversible
disassembly of polymersomes in response to an applied
stimulus; or (2) a reversible permeability switch in response

Figure 3. Manipulating polymersome permeability.
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to an environmental change. Perhaps the most widely explored
stimulus to date is pH; for example, pH-responsive polymer-
somes were constructed through the self-assembly of block
copolymers composed of PEG, poly(diethylaminoethyl meth-
acrylate) (PDEAEMA) and poly(3,4-dimethyl maleic imido
butyl methacrylate) (PDMIBMA), to provide both pH
sensitivity and the ability to be photo-cross-linked.51,63 This
design gave selective off/on permeation behavior, where at pH
8 the membrane was sufficiently hydrophobic to block passage
of the enzyme substrate; however, at pH 6, the exchange of
substrates and reaction products could freely occur. This cross-
linking density and membrane permeability could be precisely
tuned over a given range, where varying the irradiation time of
polymersomes featuring photo-cross-linkable coumarin groups
within the membrane resulted in different pore sizes and
therefore size-selective transmembrane transport.64

An interesting application of stimuli-responsive polymer-
some membranes are so-called “breathing” polymersome
nanoreactors (Figure 5).65,66 For example, polymersome
membrane swelling (switching “on”) could be achieved as
pH dropped in the presence of a “chemical fuel” due to a pH-
responsive PDEAEMA core, allowing passage of substrates and
reaction with encapsulated enzymes. This process subsequently
increased the pH, causing shrinkage of the membranes into an

“off” state, and therefore, this cycle was self-regulated and
under complete control pending replenishment of the
“chemical fuel”. This approach was also demonstrated in
response to CO2, whereby polymersomes formed from diblock
copolymers of PEG and a CO2-responsive building block,
poly(N-amidino)dodecyl acrylamide (PAD), showed signifi-
cant swelling and release of their encapsulated cargo in an
enhanced CO2 environment. This behavior was reversible
following introduction of O2; therefore, the permeability
increase through modulation of CO2 treatment levels gave
temporal control over cargo release.65 Triblock copolymer
polymersomes of poly(N-vinylcaprolactam)-b-poly-
(dimethylsiloxane)-b-poly(N-vinylcaprolactam) (PVCL−
PDMS−PVCL) showed temperature-mediated control over
membrane permeability across a biologically relevant range.67

Sustained delivery of hydrophobic drugs was achieved above
the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of the PVCL
blocks driven by a reversible shrinkage of the polymersomes,
which caused a decrease in membrane hydration and
constriction of the polymersome membrane, essentially forcing
the release of the encapsulated cargo. Finally, light-responsive
polymersomes were prepared from self-assembled amphiphilic
block copolymers of PEG and a hydrophobic membrane
featuring hexyl methacrylate (HMA) and donor−acceptor
Stenhouse adducts (DASAs)68 Membrane permeability could
be increased in the presence of visible light but returned to an
impermeable state when the stimulus was removed.

Formation of Biohybrid Polymersomes. The final
strategy is the biomimetic introduction of ion channels,
transporters, pore-forming peptides, and membrane proteins
into polymersomes, which combines the benefits of pore
selectivity along with the robust and adaptable properties of
polymersomes. One challenge is that polymer membranes are
much thicker and generally more rigid compared to liposomes,
resulting in a significant size mismatch between membrane
proteins and the polymersome membranes.69,70 Modeling
performed in this area suggests that inclusion of proteins
perturbs the bilayer structure as a result of this thickness
mismatch, but that polymer molecular weight, composition,
and conformational freedom oppose this force, and thus,
membrane compression can be achieved if polymer stretched-
to-coil transformations are favorable.71 While the majority of

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of membrane modification to yield polymersomes with controllable permeability. Adapted with permission from ref
57. Copyright 2019 Royal Society of Chemistry.

Figure 5. Schematic overview of feedback-induced temporal control
of polymersome nanoreactors. Adapted with permission from ref 63.
Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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work in this domain has centered on liposomes, polymer-based
studies have steadily gained interest.11,72−75

An excellent example was the introduction of functional
water channels into polymersome membranes by dialysis
assembly in the presence of nonionic surfactants and
membrane proteins, achieving a high incorporation of the
water channel aquaporin-0 (AQP0) into the polymersome
membranes.76 Similarly, the pore-forming outer membrane
protein F (OmpF) was incorporated into PEG-b-PHPMA
polymersomes.77 The self-assembly process was found to be
tolerant to the presence of nonionic surfactants required for
solubilization of the highly hydrophobic transmembrane
protein, and additionally, the surfactant concentration could
tune the size and membrane thickness of the final polymer-
somes.
Size-selective permeability can also be modulated through

the introduction of membrane-spanning DNA nanopores,
which are advantageous due to their structural robustness,
modular construction, and easier fabrication compared with
biologically derived proteins. Poly(2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl
phosphorylcholine-b-disisopropylamino) ethyl methacrylate
(PMPC-b-PDPA) polymersomes were incubated with pre-
formed DNA nanopores, and the number of pores could be
tuned by feed ratio (Figure 6).78 The modified assemblies

could encapsulate and retain an enzyme cargo, and the reaction
kinetics of substrate conversion were enhanced following
introduction of the nanopores, thus confirming an increase in
construct permeability. In an attempt to create highly selective
membrane permeability, ion channels were inserted into the
membranes of polymersomes formed from PMOXA-b-PDMS-
b-PMOXA triblock copolymers.23 Following incorporation of
the biopore gramicidin (gA), the controlled passage of protons
and monovalent cations such as Na+ and K+ was achieved. It
was found that functionality of the ion channel could be
retained up to a membrane thickness approximately 4× that of
the pore itself, indicating good tolerance of thickness mismatch
when using low-glass-transition (Tg) polymer constituents.

■ CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
As detailed in this Outlook, our ability to control the
membrane permeability of polymersomes has advanced over
the past decade, as researchers strive to mimic the powerful
control over structural compartmentalization demonstrated by
nature. However, at present, there is no standard, universal
method to quantifiably measure the membrane permeability of
polymersomes that would allow direct comparison of different
systems.

In the interest of developing more comprehensive methods,
we have suggested five key principles as requisites to ensure the
validity of polymersome membrane permeability measure-
ments:

1) rigorous removal of excess/unencapsulated probe
molecules;

2) appropriate control experimentswhich may include
kinetics of reactions in free solution or reactions of
“blank” polymersomes without encapsulated cargo;

3) reduced system complexitymethods to assess mem-
brane permeability should be developed with specific
applications in mind while limiting the number of
processes ongoing in the experiment e.g., reaction
kinetics, energy transfer, absorption/emission efficien-
cies, etc., and in addition, the generalizability of a
method should be considered;

4) emphasis on in situ measurements; and
5) appropriate consideration for the time scale of the

measurement relative to rates of diffusion and
monitoring reactions.

We envision that these principles will facilitate the
development of new methods to measure the membrane
permeability of polymersomes and allow for quantitative and
conclusive construction of structure−property relationships
between polymersome chemistry, structure, and other
descriptors and permeability, thus expediting advancement in
the area of artificial, biomimetic vesicular structures.
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